Abstract -An issue of primary importance in the field of reinforcement learning is the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation. Balancing exploration and exploitation becomes even more crucial in an intelligent agent designed to operate in dynamic environments. Three methods are proposed to improve the performance of traditional reinforcement learning methods such as Q-Learning. Proposed improvements are: addition of a forgetting mechanism, the use of feature based state inputs, and addition of a hierarchical structure to an RL agent.
Experimental results are presented and utilized in evaluation of the proposed methods. The proposed algorithms are compared to established methods, and to theoretically optimal solutions.
I. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A. Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) refers to a large class of unsupervised machine learning algorithms that seek to maximize a numerical reward signal. Instead of utilizing examples of correct action, as in supervised learning methods, RL methods achieve learning through trial and error. A discussion of supervised vs. unsupervised learning methods can be found in [l] . In the most general case, the reward signal may be delayed, or even time-varying, making credit assignment to actions very difficult.
One primary difficulty faced by application designers is that RL methods tend to learn very slowly. This can lead to poor performance in dynamic environments [2] . Another weakness of RL methods is the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation. Although RL agents are trying to reach a goal as quickly as possible (exploitation), they must also seek to learn more information about their environment in order to enhance future performance (exploration). The exploration vs. exploitation dilemma is analogous to the tradeoff between system control and system identification in the field of optimal control [3] .
As mentioned above, RL refers to a large group of learning algorithms. The common thread between these algorithms is that they all attempt to solve a particular class of problems.
The prototypical RL problem is defined as that of an agent learning to achieve a goal through interaction with its environment [4]. It can be seen that this defmition is very broad; however, certain necessary elements can be extracted from the definition. The elements necessary to any RL algorithm include an agent, its environment, a method of selecting actions, a method of determining the immediate utility of each action, and a method of estimating the long term utility of actions taken [ 5 ] . Each of these elements will be elaborated in Section I1 of this paper.
B. Robotic Navigation
One of the dominant topics in current mobile robotics research is that of autonomous navigation. As the sensory capabilities of mobile robots expand, devising control systems to efficiently utilize the large amount of sensory data available will become an increasingly difficult task. Establishing useful relationships between a robot's perception space and control space will be increasingly complex [6]. Much research has been done towards automatic analysis of sensory features. This work has touched upon many machine-learning techniques, including fuzzy logic [7] and neural networks [8] . Hybrid learning techniques such as neuro-fuzzy control have also been examined [9] .
Very little work has been done towards development of RL algorithms suitable for controlling a robotic agent acting in a dynamic environment. This is primarily due to the difficulty of using RL in dynamic environments. If this difficulty can be overcome, the field of robotic navigation stands to benefit greatly from RL-based algorithms. RL methods require no expert knowledge of the problem domain to implement, and as such are less prone to the difficulties that beset fuzzy logic systems [lo]. In addition, as RL methods are unsupervised, they require no examples of correct action to be successful, unlike most neural network training algorithms.
C. Significance of Study
To date, reinforcement learning has not been demonstrated as a learning method suitable for handling the intricacies of navigation in a complex dynamic environment. The rate at which RL methods learn is slow enough that RL methods are incapable of dealing with moving obstacles, or even of dealing efficiently with terrain that changes over time. The following section will present possible enhancements to RL that allow for successful learning in a dynamic environment. Section I11 will present experimental data relevant to the proposed solutions, and Section IV will present a summary of the performed work and an analysis of the results. The presented work will show that the proposed extensions to RL methods allow for effective performance in a dynamic environment.
D. Nomenclature
The following symbols are used in the rest of this paper:
s,
The current state of the RL agent. The value of taking action a from S , called the action value finction.
The probability of taking action a from S , called the policy function.
The total reward expected beginning from time t .
Called the return. Probability of taking a non-greedy action when using an E -soft policy. Leaming rate for value function updates. Weighting factor for the estimated next state in value fimction updates. State-to-state transition penalty. The penalty associated with taking action a fiom
.
State value decay factor used in forgetting. Binary function indicating whether an obstacle is present in state S .
II. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
A. Incolporation of a Forgetting Mechanism into Q-Learning
One difficulty that stems from interaction with a dynamic environment is that an agent may attempt to make use of knowledge that has become outdated due to environmental dynamics. This difficulty is one facet of the exploration vs. exploitation dilemma discussed previously. In order to mitigate the effects of using outdated knowledge, it is proposed that a forgetting mechanism be incorporated into a penalty-based Q-Learning algorithm [ 1 13. Subsections 1 through 3 below detail this idea.
I ) Penalty based value function:
The proposed learning algorithm is an adaptation of Q-Learning to a deterministic environment. In a deterministic environment, the subsequent state following an action is known, allowing a simplification of the Q-Learning process by storing only values associated with each state, rather than with each state-action pair. This modification reduces the number of state values that must be maintained, consequently resulting in a more efficient learning algorithm. The state value function that is maintained is a penalty function, which tracks the expected total cost associated with being in a given state. As the agent explores the environment, it learns the penalty associated with each state, which is approximated by the value function for that state. After each time step, the value function for the visited state is updated as per Equation (1) below.
2 ) Action selection policy: The action selection policy implemented for this research is very simple, selecting the action a that minimizes the penalty associated with selecting that action. The penalty is defined by a function that evaluates the penalty of taking action a from state S : vs,(i) . (2) O(S') is a binary function, with a value of 1 indicating that an obstacle is present in the resultant state. The scale factor on the obstacle function is chosen to be very large so that obstacle collisions will be heavily penalized. As this action selection policy is a greedy policy, it favors exploitation rather than exploration. The forgetting mechanism presented in the next subsection will add exploratory behavior to the algorithm.
) Forgetting mechanism:
The forgetting mechanism is implemented as a decay of the state value function:
where p is a positive scalar between zero and one. This is applied to the value function of each state after the conclusion of each episode. For values of p close to 1, very little forgetting will take place, resulting in an agent very similar to traditional Q-Learning. For values close to zero, almost all penalty will be forgotten between episodes, effectively causing the agent to explore the environment each episode, without any reliance on previously learned knowledge.
B. Feature Based Reinforcement Leaming
One difficulty involved in the use of RL in large environments is that the number of state values that must be maintained may increase to unmanageable sizes [12] . In order to reduce the number of state values that must be maintained, a modification to the typical RL structure is proposed. Rather than storing a value for each individual state in the environment, it is proposed that the value function be used to store the value of each of a set of features.
The simplest approach to implementing a feature-based RL algorithm is to directly encode the area of the environment surrounding the agent. For example, consider the gridworld environment. If the 3 x 3 square area surrounding the agent's location was considered the current environmental feature, then the number of possible features would be 256 -eight squares, each of which could either contain an obstacle or be empty. Although this encoding method is very rudimentary, it is sufficient for demonstration of the algorithm. A block diagram illustrating the operation of a simple feature based RL agent is shown below in Figure 1 .
One possible application of feature-based RL is as the obstacle avoidance component of a robotic navigation system. By using a feature-based RL system designed to recognize potential obstacles, an agent could learn through 0-7803-7278-6/02/$10.00 02002 IEEEinteraction the most successful way to deal with each obstacle present in the environment. Another related application would be for landmark recognition in a navigation system. As the RL agent learned the best path, the feature-based RL would enable learning of landmarks that were on or near the best path. One difficulty of feature-based RL is that, without modification, it 'provides no way of allowing the agent to know its current position in the environment. As such, it is unsuitable for direct use in most RL applications. However, when it is incorporated into a system that utilizes other methods for knowledge of position, feature-based RL can add the benefits of knowledge transference and reduced state complexity. This topic will be covered in greater detail in the next section, in the discussion of hierarchical RL. As the applicability of purely feature-based RL is very limited, feature-based RL will not be considered in experiments except as a component of a hierarchical RL system.
C. Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning
In order to further increase the ability of RL agents to deal with a dynamic environment, a two-level hierarchical reinforcement-learning scheme is proposed. This is postulated to increase performance through two specific effects. First, by reducing problem complexity, in the spirit of divide and conquer. Second, by allowing increased knowledge transference from one agent to another through the separation of specific elements of the problem domain. Hierarchical control schemes have been used to reduce complexity in many applications. This section will present a method for implementing a hierarchical structure in an RL agent. 1) Motivation: As discussed previously, the performance of an RL agent may be enhanced by reducing the complexity of the environment that the agent must deal with. This can be accomplished by reducing the amount of state information that must be maintained by the agent.
2) Implementation: A block diagram of a hierarchical RL agent is presented in Figure 2 below. The two layers of this architecture each consist of a reinforcement-learning agent. By utilizing each level of RL to handle a subset of the desired task, the complexity of the problem is reduced. In this type of hierarchical scheme, the low-level agent generates the actions to be taken by the system as a whole, using the output of the high-level RL agent as an additional input. In the example of robotic navigation, the high-level agent could be used to choose a general course of action, while the low-level agent would choose the specific action. There are several issues to address when considering this type of hierarchical scheme. First, a decision must be made about the method of presenting state information and reward information to the two different agents.
Although the decision as to how to present state information is application specific, in general the high-level agent should be presented with information that is global, pertaining to the largest scope of the problem to be solved. The low-level agent should be presented with local information pertaining to the specific type of sub-problem that the low-level agent is supposed to handle. For example, in a robotic navigation system, the high-level agent could use for its state information the current location of the robot; while the low-level agent could use the state of the nearby environment. The high level agent would generate a desired course to reach the goal as quickly as possible, while the lowlevel agent would attempt to follow that course while avoiding any nearby obstacles.
The separation of reward values for the high-and low-level agents is a much more difficult problem than the separation of state information, and is much more specific to the problem domain. As such, we will discuss the reward values specifically in the context of robotic navigation. As the highlevel agent is designed to choose the overall course to follow, the reward signal used for it should be the same as that used for standard reinforcement learning agents: a small penalty for each step taken, a large penalty for collisions with obstacles, and a large reward for reaching the goal. The exact magnitudes of each reward and penalty should be determined based on the specific environment.
The reward given to the low-level agent should be designed so as to provide accurate feedback as to the suitable of that agent's actions. In order for this to happen, the reward 0-7803-7278-6/02/$10.00 02002 IEEE function must be designed specifically to fit the task designated to the low-level agent. Continuing with the example of robotic navigation, it is suggested that the lowlevel agent be given the task of obstacle avoidance. The output of the high-level agent would indicate the direction of travel desired, and the low-level agent would attempt to move in that direction. The reward to the low-level agent should be generated by the high-level agent and should reflect whether or not the low-level agent achieved travel in the desired direction, and if so, the speed with which the low-level agent achieved the goal. The low-level agent should be penalized for travel in the wrong direction or for impacting obstacles, and slightly penalized for each step taken, in order to assure that it attempts to attain results as quickly as possible. It should be rewarded for travel in the direction chosen by the high-level agent.
An extension of the hierarchical RL scheme is to use the output of a feature recognition algorithm as the state input to the low-level RL agent. Considering the example of robotic navigation, the "state" perceived by the low-level RL agent could be the output of a neural network that is connected to a video camera. This would allow the low-level agent to focus specifically on obstacle avoidance behavior, and would reduce the complexity of the problem dealt with by the lowlevel agent.
The following Section presents experimental data relevant to the performance of the proposed algorithms. Discussion of research findings will be presented in Section IV.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
A. Methodology
All data presented in this paper was obtained by simulation of RL agents using Matlab. Functions were developed to implement each type of RL agent discussed forgetting QLearning, feature based Q-Learning, and hierarchical QLearning. Functions were also developed to implement static and dynamic gridworld environments. Each experiment was performed using a Matlab script file containing instructions for initializing the agent(s) and environment, collecting the data, and storing the data to a file. Many experiments were performed in a batch mode, so that a large number of trials could be performed without intervention. Subsection B below presents an overview of the experiments performed, as well as the methodology used to analyze the results.
B. Summaly of Experiments
Three types of experiments were used to characterize the proposed algorithms: variation of parameters, comparison to established methods, and comparison to optimal solutions. 1) Variation of parameters: Each type of learning algorithm has several parameters that must be adjusted for optimal performance. Prior to any comparative testing of algorithms, the behavior of each algorithm was analyzed with respect to variation of its learning parameters, and with respect to variation of environmental parameters. The results of these experiments were used to determine agent parameters used in all further experiments.
) Comparison to estabIished methods:
In order to establish a baseline for analysis of the proposed RL algorithms, the performance of each algorithm was compared to that of established algorithms in each environment of interest. The established method used for comparison was traditional Q-Learning. The method of comparison consisted of two parts: first, comparison of average performance over a large number of samples; and second, comparison of the speed of learning. The algorithms to be compared were implemented using parameters determined from the first set of experiments performed.
3) Comparison to optimal solutions: If the simulation environment allowed for exact calculation of the optimal solution, the results of each RL algorithm were compared to this optimal solution. This comparison provides two pieces of information: first, if the best solution that the agent obtains is optimum or near-optimum, and second, how quickly the agent converges to a near-optimum solution. In the case of dynamic environments where a true optimal solution could not be calculated, the optimal solution was calculated as if for a static trial, using the state of the environment at the start of the trial.
C. Results
TABLE 1 : VARIATION OF PARAMETERS FOR A STANDARD Q-
LEARNING AGENT
1) Variation ofparameters:
In order to provide a baseline for analysis of the proposed methods, simulations were first performed for a standard Q(h) agent. The parameters were first optimized in a randomly generated 32x32 static gridworld environment with an obstacle density of 0.2 (20% of all states contained obstacles). Data was averaged over 100 trials in differing environments, with 300 episodes being performed per trial. Table 1 contains the results of the optimization, presented in the order that the experiments were 0-7803-7278-6/02/$10.00 02002 B E Eperformed. In the columns containing the parameters of optimization, the parameter that was being modified is in boldface text. In the results column, the best result is highlighted for each parameter that was optimized. The first entry in the Best Performance column is the actual best time to completion in that group of trials. The second number, in parentheses, is the optimal solution for those trials. Table 2 shows the results of varying the forgetting parameter in a forgetting Q-Learning agent. Only values fiom 0.9 to 1.0 were used, as values below 0.9 resulted in the agent being incapable of any learning. In Figure 3 , the data series represented by squares presents data for standard Q-Learning, the series with circles represents Forgetting Q-Learning, and the series with triangles represents the optimal solutions.
In Figures 4 -6 , the data series represented by squares presents data for standard Q-Learning, the series with circles represents Hierarchical Q-Learning, and the series with triangles represents the optimal solutions.
Variation of parameters was also performed for a hierarchical Q-Learning agent. As the learning rate, a , has the largest effect on the performance of an RL agent, the other parameters for both of the agents were fixed at the values established in the variation of parameters experiment for the standard Q-Learning agent. The effects of varying the leaming rates of both the high-level and low-level agents was examined. Table 3 presents these results. 2) Comparison to established methods and to optimal Solutions: The following figures show the results of comparing the proposed solution methods to standard QLearning. In each of these figures, the optimal solution is also shown. For each proposed solution, the performance of the algorithm is compared to standard Q-Learning with respect to three different environmental parameters: the density of obstacles in the environment, the size of the environment, and the period of change in a dynamic environment. 
IV. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
As can be seen in Table 2 , incorporation of a forgetting mechanism into a Q-Learning agent offers no performance improvements when dealing with a static environment. It is suggested that the reason for the performance decrease is that the agent is forgetting the optimal path to the goal. In a static environment, further exploration is not necessary once an optimal path has been discovered, therefore the forgetting mechanism is degrading performance by causing the agent's behavior to become too exploratory. Figure 3 illustrates that the forgetting mechanism affords a slight performance increase when dealing with a dynamic environment. This performance increase is likely due to a higher degree of exploration benefits the robot when dealing with a rapidly changing environment.
When examining the data for variation of parameters of a Hierarchical Q-Learning agent (Table 6. 3), it can be seen that the high-level and low-level RL agents reach their best perfonnance when using differing learning rates. The optimal learning rates were 0.3 and 0.9 for the high-and lowlevel agents, respectively.
The reason for the low learning rate associated with the high-level agent is likely due to the fact that the agent is operating in a very small state-space. As such, when using an eligibility trace to assign credit to previous actions, overgeneralization occurs. From the perspective of the highlevel agent, very few actions are taken to traverse from start to goal. The high leaming rate for the low-level agent is hypothesized to be due to the complexity of the state space that it operates in. In addition, the rewards seen by the lowlevel agent only occur at intervals of several actions. It is important for correct leaming that the low-level agent associates the sparse rewards seen with many prior actions.
In summary, this paper presented possible enhancements to RL algorithms to allow for successful operation in dynamic environments. Simulations were performed in order to evaluated the merit of these enhancements. It was determined that Forgetting Q-Leaming, although offering small performance improvements, is not applicable to the majority of problems seen in RL. Hierarchical RL demonstrated improved performance in dynamic and static environments. This is due to the reduction in the number of stored states that is made possible by separation of the problem domain into multiple smaller problems. Although the feature processing algorithm in the agent studied was a simple direct pattemmatching method, it showed improved performance in both static and dynamic environments.
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